Aims. We perform a detailed observational analysis of network jets to understand their kinematics, rotational motion and underlying triggering mechanism(s). We have analyzed the quiet-Sun (QS) data. Conclusions. The signature of network jets are inherited in TR spectral lines in terms of the secondary component of the Si iv 1393.75 Å line. The rotational motion of network jets is omnipresent, which is reported firstly for this class of jet-like features. The magnetic reconnection seems to be the most favorable mechanism for the formation of these network jets.
and TR, which is very important from the perspective of the heating of lower atmosphere.
In the present work, we use IRIS spectroscopic/imaging observations for the statistical analysis of network jets in the context of rotating motion, and other associated properties (e.g., speed, length, life-time). The observations and data analysis are presented in the Sect 2. The section 3 describes observational results. Discussion and conclusions are described in the last section.
Observations and Data-Analysis
IRIS mission provides the high-resolution imaging/spectroscopic observations from the photosphere up to the corona ). The C ii 1330 Å and Si iv 1400 Å imaging filters (slit-jaw images (SJI)) capture the emissions from transition-region (TR). The network jets are best seen in the TR, therefore, imaging observations from these two filters (i.e., C ii & Si iv) capture the dynamics of recently discovered network jets (Tian et al. 2014 ). We have used three different observations for the study of the dynamics of network jets. The details of the used observations are given in Table 1 . In this table, we have outlined necessary information (i.e., date & time, field-ofview (FOV) and exposure times of SJI and raster) about the used observations.
The Si iv as well as C ii spectral lines originate from the TR. The C ii resonance lines (i.e., Table 1. The table shows products , which are used in the present analysis. The imaging and spectrogram are already aligned with each other in these level-2 files, however, we have also checked this alignment using fiducial marks and found that data are well aligned. In addition, we have also used the observations from AIA (Lemen et al. 2012) . IRIS/SJI C ii 1330 Å filter captures the significant emissions from the continuum. Therefore, we have used the cross correlation between IRIS/SJI C ii 1330 Å and AIA 1600 Å filter observations for the alignment between IRIS and AIA observations. The IRIS/SJI Si iv 1400 Å observations are used to draw the various properties (e.g., speed, life-time and length) of these network jets. We utilize the space-time technique to draw various properties of these network jets.
The single Gaussian can easily characterize the Si iv 1393.75 Å due to its optically thin nature.
However, almost all of the Si iv 1393.75 Å spectral profiles are double peak or asymmetric in the vicinity of network jets. So, these profiles are not well fitted by Single Gaussian. The double Gaussian provides a more reliable fitting on the observed spectral profiles. The estimation of the rest wavelength is another crucial issue as it can directly affect the estimated Doppler velocity. To
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Observational Results
IRIS high-resolution spectral/imaging observations are important to diagnose very dynamic network jets of TR. We have visually identified total 51 network jets (19-Obs_A; 19-Obs_B; 12-Obs_C) from all three different observations. The selection of all these jets is made in such a way that each jet should be very well isolated from the others. We have also adopted that the each jet should be visible in three image frames. We have adopted this criterion to avoid any possible error associated with the jet identification in our analysis. Under the light of these criteria, we have selected well isolated 51 network jets for this work. As stated earlier that the IRIS/SJI Si iv 1400 Å & Si iv 1393.75 Å spectral line are used to diagnose the Doppler velocity and other associated
properties ( e.g., life-time, speed and length) of these network jets.
Temporal Evolution and Kinematics of the Network Jets

Temporal Evolution of Network Jets
In Fig. 1 , we have shown the evolution of three different network jets in IRIS/SJI Si iv 1400 Å.
The top row (i.e., panels a to d) of In the middle row, we have shown the evolution of another network jet (panels e to h) that is taken from second observation (i.e., Obs_B; table 1). The bright patch is visible in the vicinity of this network jets, which is similar to the first jet. The jet starts to form around 18:22:08 UT on 24
January 2014 from one edge of the magnetic network. The jet further grows obliquely from its initiation site, which is outlined by the red rectangular box (panel f). The black vertical line shows the slit position, which is used to take the spectra. The jet attains its maximum phase after around 136 seconds (18:23:24; panel g). In the later times, the network jet fades from the view (panel h).
The network jet reaches up to 5.7 Mm within its total life time of 197.0 seconds.
Finally, in the bottom row, we show the temporal evolution of one more network jet (panels i to l) which is taken from third observation (i.e., Obs_C; evolution and fades from the view in the decay phase. Most importantly, these network jets always have brightened base and originate from the magnetic networks.
Kinematics of Network Jets
The space-time technique is used to evaluate the kinematics of these network jets (e.g., speed, with the standard deviation of 1.18 Mm. It should also be noted that the length of these network jets can vary from 1.2 up to 5.8 Mm. In addition, we have also investigated the correlation between speed and length of these jets, which is shown in panel (d). It is clearly visible that speed and length of these jets are very well positively correlated. Such type of correlation is also investigated by Narang et al. (2016) and they have also reported the positive correlation between them.
Hot Counterparts of Network Jets
Using IRIS/SJI Si iv 1400 Å observations, Fig. 1 shows temporal evolution of three network jets (cf., section 3.1.1). The various filters from AIA observations are used to investigate the possible hot counterparts of these network jets. However, the previous works are already reported that the network jets are strictly TR phenomena and their hot counterparts are not present in the solar atmosphere (e.g., Tian et al. 2014; Narang et al. 2016 from Obs_A. It is clearly visible that jet is not observed in AIA filters (see red rectangular area).
However, some traces of the network jet is visible in AIA 304 Å. The temperature response of AIA 304 Å filter is very wide and it can sample some low temperature plasma also. The middle row shows the second jet (Obs_b) in IRIS and various AIA filters, which also predicts no hot counterparts of this network jet. Similarly, the bottom row shows the network jet in different filters (i.e., AIA and IRIS) and no hot counterparts for this network jet is visible too. Therefore, we can say that the network jets are clearly visible in the IRIS-SJI Si iv 1400 Å (first panel in each row; Fig. 4) , however, we do not see any signature of these network jets in the hot temperature filters.
We have investigated the hot temperature filters for all network jets (i.e., 51 network jets) and we do not see the signature of network jets in these AIA filters. Therefore, these observations predict that network jets are typically the cool TR features, and our observations are consistent with the previously reported results on this aspect (Tian et al. 2014; Narang et al. 2016 ). 
Rotational Nature of the Network Jets
The rotational motion is an important property of the jet-like structures in the solar atmosphere. On the basis of Doppler velocity/Dopplergram analysis, it is reported that the typical coronal/chromospheric jets reveal blue-shifts at its one edge while the other side plasma experience red-shifts (e.g. , We utilize optically thin TR line (i.e., Si iv 1393.75 Å) to understand the Doppler velocity pattern for these network jets. We have selected Si iv 1393.75 Å spectral profiles across these network jets for each jet. After selecting these spectral profiles, we have averaged these spectral profiles using running average of 2 consecutive spectral profiles to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. We have found that the spectral profiles are significantly asymmetric within the vicinity of the network jets.
The spectral profile appears as double peak profile (bottom-most panel; shows the secondary Gaussian. So, from all these displayed spectral profiles, we can see that the double Gaussian fitting leads to very much reliable fitting on these observed spectral profiles.
The variation of Doppler velocity across the jet is extremely important in the context of their rotational motion. In the left-panel of Fig. 6 , the variations of Doppler velocity across the first jet (Obs_A-jet@1; black solid line), second jet (Obs_B-jet@2; blue line) and third jet (Obs_C-jet@3; red line) are shown. First and second jets (jet@1 and jet@2) show that the red shift inverts into the blue shift from one edge of the jet to another edge, which is a typical signature of the rotational motion (e.g., Pike & Mason 1998; Curdt & Tian 2011; Cheung et al. 2015) . However, the jet@3
shows the increase in the Doppler velocity from one edge to its another edge. The increase or decrease of the Doppler velocity from one to another edge also signifies the presence of rotational motion within the jet body (Young & Muglach 2014) . Using this procedure, we have investigated the Doppler velocity across these jets. It is found that in most of the network jets, the typical spatial pattern of Doppler velocity (i.e., blue shifts on one edge and red shifts on another edge) emerge.
However, others have significant variations of the Doppler velocity from one edge of network jets to their another edge. Therefore, these results successfully predict the omnipresence of the rotational motion within these network jets.
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To quantify the rational motion of these network jets, we took the difference of the Doppler velocity (∆ V) between edges of any particular jet. Young & Muglach (2014) have demonstrated that the ∆V reflects the amount the rotation inherited in any particular network jet. We have estimated the . The angle between the jet's axis and observer (LOS direction) must be known to estimate the angular speed.
However, the estimation of this angle (angle between jet axis and observer) is not possible from the used observational data. It should be noted that the angular speed is directly proportional to the ∆V, therefore, it reflects the amount of rotational motion inherited in these network jets.
Discussion & Conclusions
The .
The mean speed of network jets is very similar as reported in the previous works (e.g., Tian et al. 2014; Narang et al. 2016) . However, in case of their life-time, we found almost double mean lifetime (105.49 s) than the previously reported mean lifetime of the network jets (49.6 s; Tian et al. 2014 ). As we state earlier that we took only those network jet, which are very well resolved in the space as well as in the time, this criterion excludes short lifetime network jets. Therefore, our statistical distribution of the lifetime predicts higher mean lifetime. The mean length of the network jets is 3.16 Mm with its standard deviation of 1.18 Mm. In case of CH network jets, Tian et al. (2014) have reported that most of the network jets have length from 4.0 to 10.0 Mm. However, the mean length for QS network jets are smaller (3.53 Mm; Narang et al. (2016)). So, the mean length for QS network jets from the present work is well in agreement with Narang et al. (2016) . In addition, the apparent speed and length of these network jets are positively correlated, which is very similar as already reported in previous works (Narang et al. 2016) . Finally, we can say that these networks jets are very dynamic features of the solar TR as revealed by their estimated properties.
The spectral profiles from TR are investigated extensively using space based observations. There are some noticeable features in spectral profiles of the TR, e.g., two distinct satellites to the blue and red indicating bi-directional flows during explosive events (Dere et al. 1989) , enhanced emission in the wings above the networks (Peter 2000) . In addition, Peter (2000) have demonstrated that the double Gaussian fitting yields the reliable fitting on TR spectral profiles and the secondary compo- (similar to the network jets) with its width 4.5 arcsec. However, in the present analysis, the statistical analysis of widths shows that the mean width is 0.62 arcsec, which is almost seven times lower than the width of polar jet. Qualitatively we can say that the angular speed of these network jets are higher than the usual solar jets (e.g., Shen et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012; Young & Muglach 2014) . Therefore, these network jets consist more helical magnetic fields than the other solar jets.
In addition, the observed properties of these network jets also help us to speculate on their triggering mechanism. The magnetic reconnection between the twisted magnetic field and pre-existing magnetic field may trigger the rotating motion (e.g., Pariat et al. 2009; Fang et al. 2014; Pariat et al. 2016) . In a numerical model (Fang et al. (2014) ), the magnetic reconnection between twisted magnetic fields and pre-existing magnetic field sheds the twist on newly reconnected field lines, and plasma flows along these twisted magnetic field lines. However, an another numerical model (Pariat et al. (2009) )is based on photospheric motion, which can inherit the twist onto the magnetic field lines and finally produce the helical jet after the magnetic reconnection due to loosing of equilibrium of the flux-system. The present analysis predicts the ubiquitous presence of twist within these network jets. We have also found that the network jets have recurrent nature (i.e., many jets are triggered from the same location), which may be the result of oscillatory magnetic reconnection as proposed by Murray et al. (2009) and McLaughlin et al. (2012) . In addition, Goodman (2014) have reported that Lorentz-force (magnetic acceleration) driven jets can have speed from 66-397 km s −1
. However, the pressure driven jets can also achieve the maximum speed of ≈ 60 km s −1 (e.g., Martínez-Sykora et al. 2011) . We tend to believe that the pressure driven jet may be able
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) suggest that the magnetic reconnection is the most-likely triggering mechanism in the present case. The similar aspect of the triggering mechanisms (i.e., recurrent nature and high apparent speed) of these network jets have also been reported in some previous studies, which confirm the occurrence of magnetic reconnection in support of the formation of network jets (e.g., Tian et al. 2014; Narang et al. 2016 ).
However, very few network jets with the lower velocities (i.e., less than 60.0 km s −1
) may be formed due to gas pressure acceleration (Shibata et al. 1982) .
We conclude that spectral analysis predicts the omnipresence of rotational motion in the network jets, which is reported first time for this class of jet-like structures. The helicity (amount of rotation)
is high in the observed network jets compared to the usual other solar jets. In addition, the magnetic reconnection/acceleration is the most-likely cause behind the formation of these network jets.
